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OctoBox+: The New 8-Channel Frontend from HEAD acoustics
®
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OctoBox+ offers impressive versatility: You can simultaneously connect
®
up to eight Line/ICP sensors, two
RPM sensors and an artificial HEAD
Measurement System HMS III.0.
Your artificial head can be connected to the OctoBox+ via USB and
is synchronized with the other chan-

nels, resulting in a perfectly integrated
system.
A second USB port allows you to
connect additional devices such as
those used for CAN data recording.
Since OctoBox+ works without a
cooling fan, you can make your
acoustic measurements without any

Fig. 1: Front and rear view of OctoBox+

interfering noise. In addition, OctoBox+ excels with its compact dimensions and light weight. The built-in
battery allows up to two hours of
stand-alone operation making it the
perfect solution for mobile use.
And the price? You’ll be pleasantly
surprised!

SOUNDPOWER: Software for User-Controlled Sound Power Measurements
Many products require sound power measurements according to international standards. HEAD acoustics provides a
software solution that allows you to determine more than just the sound power of your products.







·

 Efficient and affordable solution for the
measurement of sound power in development, production and quality control, especially of IT devices
Measurements compliant with international standards
Smart and user-friendly handling
Provision of signals for playback or further (e.g. psychoacoustic) analyses
with ArtemiS
Read more on page 2

Fig. 2: For the determination of sound power, the entire measurement
sequence is displayed in a clearly arranged window.
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Manufacturers of office, IT or telecommunication devices etc. are legally required to determine and document the sound power emitted by
their products in compliance with international standards.

With SoundPower HEAD acoustics offers an affordable and quick software
for a smart and user-friendly handling. To perform your measurements
wizards guide you through the individual procedures, beginning with the
measurement setup, continuing with
the calibration, followed by the actual
measurement, and finishing with the
analysis and report generation. The
results and the preparatory measurements (to correct for background noise and the environment) are stored in
a cross-project folder for future measurements. Even in extensive examinations, such as when measuring the

different operating modes of a device, you will always maintain an
overview thanks to the clearly arranged user interface. All the standard frontends supported by HEAD
acoustics, e.g. SQlab II and III, Sony
EX or TEAC GX1, can be used with
SoundPower.
Apart from the compliance with legal
standards, you may also want to
optimize your products' sound quality.
Because even a device with a low
noise level has little chance on the
market if it produces sounds that the
customer finds unpleasant. The software SoundPower is the perfect solution in this area as well because you
can immediately play back your measurement recordings and use the time
signal as a basis for procedures to
optimize the sound quality in ArtemiS.
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Fig. 3: While taking measurements, signals and spectral analysis results can be displayed online. Immediately after the measurements, SoundPower displays the result and
the most important individual values.
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“Mr.

AACHENHEAD”:

Leading Actor in a TV Commerical by GM

In December 2005 General Motors ran a large-scale promotional campaign in the US for their new Buick Lucerne sedan.
“Mr. AACHENHEAD”, also known as the HEAD Measurement System HMS III.0, excelled in his role as promoter of the newly
TM
developed Quiet Tuning system, which turns the cabin of the Lucerne into a “sanctuary”, an “oasis of quietness”.

© 2005 General Motors

Fig. 4: “Mr. AACHENHEAD” in the TV Commercial by GM

In his real job “Mr. AACHENHEAD”
plays an important role at GM: He
provides the acoustics engineers with
valuable data for the identification of
annoying noise components and assessing sound quality. The data subsequently undergoes subjective evaluation (in the form of jury tests) as
well as objective evaluation (using the
ArtemiS analysis software).
The TV ad presents “Mr. AACHEN
HEAD” as a high-tech sound measurement system, which helped the
Buick acoustics engineers to succeed
in developing a car with minimal interior noise levels. The result is the
TM
QuietTuning system of the Lucerne.
At the US-NVH User Group Meeting
of HEAD acoustics, Inc. in November 2005, Jill Putnam, PR manager at
Buick, explained how the idea of
showing the HMS III.0 was born: ”We
first wanted to understand the vehicle
itself and to get our mind set on the
important features. Our creative

team determined that the overall
quietness of the Lucerne is a key
“proof-point” of the vehicle build.
The next step is to prove that it is quiet.
How do we prove that it is quiet? We
test it… During meetings with the en-

gineers, where we learned about the
test process, people kept talking
about the AACHENHEAD. Once we
had a chance to see it, we immediately concluded that its unique,
high-tech, eye-catching design is perfect for communicating the quiet
proof-point. So far, everyone is very
pleased with the ad and how it reinforces the Lucerne's image of luxury
and technical innovation.”
In the meantime, “Mr. AACHEN HEAD”
is probably a well-known “celebrity”
in the US. The artificial head appeared not only on the TV screen in
the commercial, but was also presented in brochures and newspaper reports (e.g. in the New York Times and
the Washington Post). He has even
traveled around the U.S. making live
appearances at numerous Buick dealerships.
Take a look at the TV ad on the website of McCann Erickson, USA at:
www.macguff.fr

Fig. 5
5: Dr. Klaus Genuit, HEAD acoustics GmbH, and Jill Putnam,
General Motors Corp., at the HEAD acoustics User Group Meeting
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User-friendly Software BTPS 2.0 for the Prediction of Vehicle Interior Sound
Create your
own workspace
with dockable
tool windows

Access your BTPS model just
as easy as your file system

View transfer
function

Configure your own
personal component
toolbox

Analyze and view
synthesis results

Export or analyze a time
signal at any node of the
transfer model

Fig. 6: MS Office-compatible user interface of the BTPS tool with an overview of the key features

In recent years, the method of binaural transfer path analysis and synthesis (BTPA/BTPS) has been successfully employed by HEAD acoustics in
numerous projects for the prediction
of vehicle interior noise. Among the
application areas of BTPA/BTPS are
trouble-shooting and sound design.
Using BTPA/BTPS, characteristics of
vehicle interior noise can be determined at early stages of development, leading to savings of costs and
time due to reduced tests and development cycles with expensive prototypes. This method also allows the
effects on interior noise from modifications to stimulus signals or transfer
paths to be played back with aural
accuracy and evaluated. Apart from
our many customers, the engineers of
HEAD consult NVH also use BTPA/

BTPS successfully for examining the
engine and drive-train as a noise
source, and also in the areas of road
noise, door sounds and auxiliary systems.
To promote the efficient use of BTPA/
BTPS, the synthesis software BTPS 2.0
has been developed, which offers you
the following key advantages:
 A modern and user-friendly interface providing the highest possible
flexibility: The transfer path model
can be adapted according to the
specific task. For example, the interface offers the option of defining
multiple receivers, such as the simulation of seat and steering
wheel vibrations.

 Short calculation times due to fast
and efficient signal processing:
Modifications can be calculated
and checked quickly.
 Export and analysis of the sound
signal at any node of the directory
structure: This allows the signal to
be, for example, processed, played
and evaluated with the ArtemiS
analysis software.
 Automatic check of the transfer
path model: A pre-check verifies
whether all data required for the
calculation are availab-le.
 Data export into the HEAD 3D
Sound Simulation System H3S:
Realistic playback and evalua-tion
of the calculated modifications in
vehicle-typical environments.
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Sound Design with the Interactive Sound Simulation System H3S - Two Successful Application Examples at Adam Opel GmbH
An important application area at
Adam Opel GmbH is the use of different simulation techniques for
acoustic product optimization. In this
way, acoustics engineers are able to
listen to realistic vehicle sounds, to replace components interactively and
to define target sounds even before
the first prototype is built. This is realized using the 3D Sound Simulation
System H3S from HEAD acoustics.
(Note: See the previous issue of
HEADlines for a feature on the mobile
application of the H3S.)
Based on actual vehicle data, H3S
allows an aurally-accurate, realistic
and interactive simulation even in a
real, moving vehicle via special headphones offering a high attenuation of
external sound. H3S allows interactive sound de-sign with relatively
little effort in any vehicle and thus
under realistic testing conditions and
with perfect driving dynamics. The
software reacts in real time to true driving situations, including, for examp-

le, changes in speed, engine RPM, or
the accelerator position.
The required hardware can be installed in the vehicle very quickly and
is easily transferred from one vehicle
to another. Furthermore, H3S offers
interactive playback of sound in conventional listening studios, as well.

Application example I:
Defining the target interior sound of
the Opel Vectra
The early prototypes of the Opel
Vectra with a V6 turbo engine had an
engine sound with little presence and
which varied across the RPM range.
The sound was then altered virtually
and evaluated by development engineers and other test persons in real
driving situations. That way, the engineers optimized the engine sound
in a number of steps, until the final
target sound was defined. By increasing the 1.5th, 3rd, 4.5th and 6th
order of the sound spectrum, a sporty,

powerful engine sound matching the
car and its driving dynamics was
achieved (fig. 7). H3S made it possible to create reference curves for the
sound level vs. RPM and engine load
for the respective order as a guideline
for the developers.

Application example II:
Defining the target exterior sound
(exhaust muffler opening) of the
Opel Meriva
For the Opel Meriva with a R4 turbo
engine, the target sound at the exhaust muffler opening needed to be
defined, since tests of various modifications on prototypes failed to yield
satisfactory results. Instead of microphone recordings in the reference
measurement position at a distance
of 50 cm (20“) from the muffler opening, the acoustics engineers at Opel
made binaural recordings in a typical
evaluation position at face level. The
sounds were optimized after several
iterations in a virtual environment and

Application Example I:

-

© 2005 Adam Opel GmbH

Fig. 7: The simulation of the vehicle interior sound before (left) and after modification (right): synthesis of the orders
mentioned in the text above.

April 2006
judged by test persons in interactive
tests in a listening studio un-til the final target sound was achieved (fig.
8). Using the corresponding transfer
function, the target sound at the reference position could then be calcu-
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lated. That way, the component supplier could quickly be provided with
target curves for the sound at the
muffler opening as a guideline for the
production of the muffler system. The
realization took place within a very

short time with a maximum deviation
of no more than ±2 dB. Again in this
example, extensive and cost-intensive
modifications of the vehicle were
avoided, thus significantly accelerating the development process.

Application Example II:

Exhaust-pipe end

Average

© 2005 Adam Opel GmbH

Fig. 8: The sound at the exhaust muffler opening before (left) and after (right) the optimization: the target sound shows a weak 2nd
and 4th order as well as a reduced flow noise.

ArtemiS NEWS
Tolerance scheme, listening comparison, playback, prominence ratio, level
vs. time as well as sharpness and loudness - all these and other features have
been reworked and enhanced. The level vs. time analysis, for example, now
allows the calculation of a signal’s reverberation time. The standardization
proposals (NALS) for the loudness of
time-variant sounds and for sharpness
calculation are already taken into
account, too. The tone-to-noise ratio is
an example of one of the new additions.

An overview of the new features can be
found in the presentation “What’s new
in ArtemiS 7.00. 400” under: www.
head-acoustics.de/download-english.
htm

Fig. 9: Reworked tolerance scheme in ArtemiS. For example, the units of the X
and Y axes can now be freely defined.
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AND ...
More functions at the same price? No
problem! Effective immediately, the
data acquisition modules are included in the ArtemiS basic version.
You get more than just a saving of
costs if you are using one of the frontends supported by HEAD acoustics SQlab II and III, the DATaRec A series
from HEIM Systems, TEAC GX1, Sinus
Harmonie or SONY EX. You also get
a perfectly matched hardware and
software system.
Do you own, for example, a frontend
of the Sony EX series? If so, simply
connect it to your notebook or PC via
FireWire and configure the connected
sensors in a simple, quick and reliable way using ArtemiS. Of course, you
can save your custom sensor settings
via the HEAD Sensor Explorer for
future use.

A

NEW

© 2005 Sony

Fig. 10: The frontend Sony EX can be extended with various modules to meet the specific
needs of each user. An AES/EBU module for connecting the HMS III.0 will also be available soon.

Connect other frontends and benefit from the extended package contents of the
ArtemiS basic version!

ArtemiS

The network-enabled variant ArtemiS-F offers your company an efficient utilization of the available ArtemiS resources by means of “floating
licences”.
For you as an individual user, the
FLEXenabled version of ArtemiS
allows the highest possible degree of
customization and flexibility, as you
can individually configure the ArtemiS
solution that you require by choosing
from the full range of available software options.

Fig. 11: From the overview list you can select the available software options for
your personal configuration.
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The BrakeObserver - the Intelligent Solution for the Recording, Detection and
Evaluation of Brake Noise while Driving
Want to record brake noise that is
relevant to you, see the results as they
are being measured and then subjectively evaluate them? Then the new
hardware and software package
BrakeObserver is the perfect solution
for you.
The intensive involvement especially
with automobile manufacturers and
their suppliers continuously challenges HEAD acoustics to innovative solutions. In the field of brake noise
HEAD acoustics has been cooperating successfully with leading customers of the automotive industry for a
couple of years.
With the Brake Observer HEAD
acoustics now offers a user-friendly
and individually adaptable hardware
and software solution for straightforward data acquisition, intelligent
detection and versatile evaluations of
brake noise.
The BrakeObserver accompanies
you on your measurement drives. Its
core component is the detection software: All recorded audio signals of a
braking event are examined by an algorithm based on the patented “Relative Approach” developed by HEAD

Fig. 12: On the customizable mini display, users can see all relevant information
while driving.

acoustics. This psychoacoustic approach for recording control allows
the dedicated recording of those
braking sounds that are perceived as
annoying by the driver.
Another powerful feature of the
BrakeObserver is its many triggering
options. An additional “smart trigger”
continuously scans the incoming audio signals for typical brake noise and
only records relevant sequences, so
that events such as “off-brake noise”
can be captured.
The hardware of the system (fig. 13)

· The all-in-one hardware and software solution
· Intelligent long-term detection of
brake noise
· Easy installation in the vehicle
· Frontend with 8 audio and 15
parameter channels (pressure,
temperature, etc.)
 Acquisition of CAN bus signals
 High flexibility due to customizable interface
· Systematic recording of subjective evaluations even during the
measurement drive
 “Off-brake noise” detection
thanks to smart trigger
· Analysis and storage of measurement data and results on a
micro-PC in MS Excel

Fig. 13: The hardware consists of a frontend, a micro-PC and a mini display with touchscreen.
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consists of a small frontend for the
connection of eight audio channels
and 15 parameter channels. CAN
bus information can be recorded,
too, at a sampling rate of 100 Hz.
The recorded signals are fed into a
rugged micro-PC, which is optimally
suited for outdoor use. You decide
which information you want to have
shown on the display unit, which can
be easily mounted in your field of
view. For example, this lets you enter
your subjective judgements of bra-

king events via the touchscreen while
driving. Advanced, automated and
especially objective evaluations will
soon be possible with the BONI software (Brake Objective Noise Index),
which has been developed in cooperation with Robert Bosch GmbH.

Fig. 14: Common sensor types can be
easily connected.

SQuare Offers You Even More Flexibility for the Configuration of Your Jury
Test System
Now you can even perform your jury tests on the road. The complete hardware and software can be easily transported in
just one case.
SQuare, our known jury test system,
performs easy-to-operate task-specific listening tests. Whether you want to
evaluate the acoustic properties of a
product, perform benchmark tests or
compare several acoustic alternatives - SQuare offers a wide variety of
evaluation options via group tests, individual or interactive tests. Furthermore, it offers high flexibility for the
test design and the evaluation of the
results.
New Features
The updated version of SQuare now
also supports our latest playback
equalizer PEQ V. The advantage for
you is that, thanks to the USB connection to the computer, you no longer need an additional digital sound
card, which makes the entire system
simpler and easier to handle. This
now allows mobile system configurations with notebooks or tablet PCs.
Fig. 15: With SQuare and ArtemiS, you can directly compare “objective”
analysis results and “subjective” evaluations by test persons.
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The HEAD acoustics NVH User Group Meetings in the US and Germany were
hugely Successful
In November 2005, HEAD acoustics NVH User Group Meetings took place in the US and in Germany.
On both sides of the Atlantic, participants found an interesting discussion forum and the chance to meet up
with other users of our products. The
event was well-attended by our customers in Germany and in the USA.
Numerous interesting lectures by our
business partners and our own employees provided our guests with new
insights into the use of innovative methods and technologies in modern
acoustics and vibration research, as
well as suggestions for the multitude
of potential applications of our products.
The presentations triggered a great
deal of interest and resulted in lively
discussions even after the event.
In a small accompanying exhibition,
our guests had the opportunity to
learn more about our company's products.
We are already looking forward to the
coming HEAD acoustics NVH User
Group Meetings: The next event will

Fig. 16: Dr. Klaus Genuit, HEAD acoustics GmbH, welcoming the participants.

take place on November 9, 2006 in
the US, and on November 2, 2006 in
Germany. We are hoping for just as
many interesting contributions and
participants.

A compilation of the presentations
held at the German NVH User Group
Meeting can be found on the website
of HEAD acoustics GmbH:

NoiseBook NEWS
The current software version of
NoiseBook now includes a number of
new analysis types and features:
Import/export of WAVE-files, loudness vs. time, loudness vs. RPM,
sharpness vs. time, and sharpness vs.
RPM and much more.
Read more about “What's new in
NoiseBook 7.0.400” under
www.head-acoustics.de/down loadenglish.htm.
Fig. 17: New analysis options in NoiseBook

Note: NoiseBook licences can now be upgraded to ArtemiS! Please contact us to request your personal offer!
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SQuadriga Now Supports Acquisitions of CAN Signals
With the latest version of ArtemiS, you
can now also record CAN signals by
using SQuadriga and the mobile
CAN frontend PCAN-USB from PEAK
System.
ArtemiS allows you to individually
select which CAN bus information is
to be extracted. You can then extract
individual signals from the data
stream and use them as a trigger during the recording.
Fig.18: SQuadriga as well as PCAN-USB are small, handy and suited for use anywhere.

HEAD acoustics TrainingCenter
This year, we are again offering an interesting portfolio of training courses:
Besides product training, e.g. in the
use of ArtemiS or NoiseBook, we are
also offering introductions into special topics and application areas of
acoustics, such as psychoacoustics or
data acquisition and analysis. The
training courses are targeted at beginners and at advanced users of our
products.
New in our German program: the
Artificial Head Measurement
Technology training, which provides

basic knowledge about binaural
recording and playback technology,
and the ArtemiS Application Examples training presenting practical
examples and demonstrating solutions using ArtemiS.
You can also benefit from customized training courses in your own
company. The advantages for you
and your employees are obvious: You
save valuable time and travel expenses. The training content is tailored to
meet your specific wishes. You also
decide on the number of participants:

Take advantage of training your
entire team and assure a long-term
positive effect from training within
your company.
For more information please call or
send us an Email.
For trainings held in Germany:
Ph.: +49 2407 57735
Training@head-acoustics.de
For trainings held in the USA:
Ph.: +1 248 486 0099
info@headacoustics.com

Seminars offered by HEAD acoustics, Inc. in 2006:
ArtemiS I

May 30-31 & September 20-21

ArtemiS II

September 26-27

ArtemiS III

September 28-27

ArtemiS Clinic

June 1 & September19

SQlab Seminar

September 22 (am course)

HEAD Measurement System

September 22 (pm course)

NoiseBook

September 25 (am course)

Integrated Recorder/
Online Analyzer

June 2 (am course) &
September 25 (pm course)

All these workshops take place at the facilities of HEAD acoustics, Inc. in
Brighton, Michigan.

Fig. 19: TrainingCenter facilities in
Herzogenrath, Germany
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Did you know that ...
… the HEAD Explorer Extension
2.0.200 now also supports
exports to SDF and PAK formats
as well as WAV? Formats like
MP3, OggVorbis, MatLab and
ATF are now also supported via
the corresponding ATP/NTP option. Furthermore, the new version offers the option of editing
channel and abscissa attribut e s .
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Upcoming Tradeshows and Conferences in 2006
with the Participation of HEAD acoustics

· … the latest versions of our software are available to customers
in the download area on our website? To receive your access data,
please contact us at HEAD acoustics.
· … you can find tutorials for using
the ArtemiS Recorder in the “Application Notes” section of our
free download area? Navigate to
www.head-acoustics.de/down
load-english.htm.



· … you can have the data required for your modal analyses generated easily using the ArtemiS
Online Analysis Module (ATP
08)? A direct connection to
ME'Scope is supported.
… ArtemiS also supports the
ASAM Transfer Format (ATF)?

May 9-11, 2006

Automotive Testing Expo, Stuttgart, Germany

www.testing-expo.com
May 17-18, 2006

ATZ/MTZ Konferenz Akustik, Stuttgart, Germany

www.iventus.de/pdf/akustik_w.pdf
May 30- Jun 1, 2006

Euronoise 2006, Tampere, Finland

www.euronoise2006.org
Sept 6-8, 2006

Automotive Testing Expo China, Shanghai, China

www.testing-expo.com/china/home.html
Oct 9-11, 2006

AC Kolloquium, Aachen, Germany

www.rwth-aachen.de/ac-kolloquium/
Oct 25-27, 2006
Ebertstraße 30a
D-52134 Herzogenrath
Tel: +49 (0) 2407 -577-0
Fax: +49 (0) 2407-577-99
eMail: info@head-acoustics.de
WEB: www.head-acoustics.de
Represented by

HEAD acoustics, Inc.
6964 Kensington Road
Brighton, MI 48116, USA
Ph.: +1-248-486-0099
Fax: +1-248-486-9470
EMail: info@headacoustics.com
Web: www.headacoustics.com

Automotive Testing Expo North America, Novi
(MI), USA

Www.testing-expo.com/usa/home.html
Nov 15-16, 2006

Congrès Confort Automobile, Le Mans, France

www.cttm-lemans.com
Dec 4-6, 2006

InterNoise 2006, Honolulu (HI), USA

www.internoise2006.org
More information about HEAD acoustics at these conferences (booth
number, topics of lectures etc.) can be found in the section “News” on
the homepage of HEAD acoustics GmbH at www.head-acoustics.de.

